Promoting the use of the Galician language is a statutory mandate.

En galego, chegarás moi alto.
Starting from these premises, galician government, through the Linguistic Politic General Direction acts as a coordinator agent of the needed linguistic planning which leads to the social extension of galician language use.

To promote the normal use of galician language is, besides a statute order, one of the main action points of the government of Galicia. The consideration of Galicia as a different and joint town settles in the perception which the community obtains through its own language and culture.
To guarantee galician language normal use at the different public administrations, employee training and capacitation in the oral and written use of our language are arranged with the regulation of specific proofs to be done in the access to public function which have as purpose to prove the own language knowing.

The fixing of a galician administrative language, due to the absence of uses in this field, giving terminological solutions and base texts adaptations, and linguistic dynamic campaigns directed either to the employees or the spreading of citizens' linguistic rights, constitute the great acting lines in this ambit.
The different linguistic reality of the teaching centres in our country forces us to give solutions and specific strategies to achieve, according to this reality, that our pupils get at the end of the compulsory schooling, a linguistic competence similar in both official languages.

As for what refers to university system, galician language is official in the three universities and the three of them have Linguistic Normalization Services, besides the subscription of agreements with the Education and University Order Department with the purpose of impel galician language normalization in these institutions.
The creation of Galician Radio-Television Company was conceived into the galician language normalization process. The written press and the publishing works are the object of special helps as well as the new means proceeding from new technologies in information.

The means of communication are one of the main promotion agents of galician language.
Galician language is consolidated not only in the world of cultural and institutional activities but also has new frontiers open in the communication and managerial world. To contribute to the extent of galician language use in economic and trading activities, the DXPL develops different sensibility campaigns and has different collaboration lines with companies and managerial associations.
Galician society living outside our frontiers is broad and varied, being necessary for new generations not to lose the knowing of their roots. South America and Europe are the main residence centres of galician community in the outside. Their work in favour of galician culture goes from the cultural centres to publications, broadcastings, etc, which receive help from the autonomic Administration by means of agreements, subsidies, cultural interchanges, etc. In a parallel way galician language lectureships were created in universities all over the world.